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Mobile Web Browsing Using the Cloud (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This brief surveys existing techniques to address the problem of long delays and high power consumption for web browsing on smartphones, which can be due to the local computational limitation at the smartphone (e.g., running java scripts or flash objects) level. To address this issue, an architecture called Virtual-Machine based Proxy (VMP)...
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Radio Network Planning and Optimisation for UMTSJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Radio Network Planning and Optimisation for UMTS, Second Edition, is a comprehensive and fully updated introduction to WCDMA radio access technology used in UMTS, featuring new content on key developments. Written by leading experts in the field, the first edition quickly established itself as a best-selling and highly respected book on...
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LTE for 4G Mobile Broadband: Air Interface Technologies and PerformanceCambridge University Press, 2009
"This text is an especially helpful as an accompaniment to the 3GPP specifications themselves, which offer no explanations as to why one thing or another is included, no hint as to why one protocol technique was chosen over another, or why certain contributions appear only to disappear in later releases. Khan's text offers a welcome set of...
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Networking and Online Games: Understanding and Engineering Multiplayer Internet GamesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Networking and Online Games concisely draws together and illustrates the overlapping and interacting technical concerns of these sectors. The text explains the principles behind modern multiplayer communication systems and the techniques underlying contemporary networked games. The traffic patterns that modern games impose on networks, and...
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LTE Signaling: Troubleshooting and OptimizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A comprehensive reference on the call procedures of 4G RAN and Core networks, LTE Signaling, Troubleshooting and Optimization describes the protocols and procedures of LTE. It explains essential topics from basic performance measurement counters, radio quality and user plane quality to the standards, architecture, objectives and functions of...
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Mobile VPN : Delivering Advanced Services in Next Generation Wireless SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Expert guidance on how to successfully build and deploy Mobile Virtual Private Networks
Mobile Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) have the potential to dramatically improve business productivity and give service providers new revenue opportunities. This in-depth tutorial will help professionals in the field understand both the technology of Mobile...
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Wireless Crash Course, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The Best Introduction to Wireless--Completely Revised and Updated
Get a complete overview of the rapidly evolving field of wireless telecommunications, including the basics of wireless networks, essential technologies, applications, and markets. The new, completely updated edition of this practical resource offers clear, easy-to-follow...
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UMTS Networks: Architecture, Mobility and ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001


	The world's first public GSM call was made on 1st July 1991 in a city park of Helsinki,

	Finland. That event is now regarded as the birthday of the second generation mobile telephony.

	GSM has been an overwhelming success, which was difficult to predict at that early

	stage. In the past 10 years GSM has become a truly global...
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